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Goin Crazy World
By: Keith Urban

I can't fill up my car
It don't go near as far as it used too!

and this home that I want
nearly always getting hard to hold onto

and weighs on my mind
is my job on the line?
will the light stay on for another day?

oh you keep me sane
whenever I get this way

cause the one thing I want to believe in the middle of
all this madness
cause when you take my hand say I love you forget
about this sadness

and I thank God every day that your my girl
cause you make beautiful sense of this goin crazy
world.

oh I turn CNN on and the wars going strong and it
scares me
guess I'm right where they want me to be all afraid for
my family

and I swear that it feels like I'm chained to a wheel
and that there's no one on earth who could save me
then I see your face and I'm touched by grace

cause the one thing I want to believe in the middle of
all this madness
cause when you take my hand say I need you and
forget about this sadness

and I thank God every day that your my girl
cause you make beautiful sense of this goin crazy
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world

Yeah! Goin crazy world

whoa oh oh whoa oh oh

yea yeah!

This goin crazy world

ma ma my my my ma ma my my my

Whoa I never write it down baby
as long as I see the light

Ain't nothin in this world lift me up like the sight
of your pretty blue eyes shine'n like stars
you put me back together when I've been torn apart
Like a pullin and a tuggin the media is today
you kiss me on the mouth, it all just fades away.
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